In this paper we consider the fragmentation of a parton into a jet with small jet radius R. Perturbatively, logarithms of R can appear, which for narrow jets can lead to large corrections. Using soft-collinear effective theory, we introduce the fragmentation function to a jet (FFJ), which describes the fragmentation of a parton into a jet. We discuss how these objects are related to the standard jet functions. Calculating the FFJ to next-to-leading order, we show that these objects satisfy the standard Dokshitzer-Gribov-Lipatov-Altarelli-Parisi evolution equations, with a natural scale that depends upon R. By using the standard renormalization group evolution, we can therefore resum logarithms of R. We further use the soft-collinear effective theory to prove a factorization theorem where the FFJs naturally appear, for the fragmentation of a hadron within a jet with small R. Finally, we also show how this formalism can be used to resum the ratio of jet radii for a subjet to be emitted from within a fat jet. *
I. INTRODUCTION
Jets in high energy collisions have been an important theoretical and experimental probe of physics for decades. Currently, they are not only important for understanding Quantum Chromodynamics (QCD), but are crucial in our searches for beyond the Standard Model physics at the Large Hadron Collider at CERN and will continue to be important for any future collider that may be built. Understanding the property of jets and being able to calculate reliable cross sections to compare to data are thus extremely important to current and future studies in particle physics.
Conceptually, a jet is a collinear set of energetic particles in the detector. In order to make this concept concrete, there needs to be some jet algorithm to define how particles are sorted to be within or outside of the jet. Most jet algorithms use a parameter to differentiate the two sets of particles, often denoted as the jet radius R. When doing theoretical calculations involving a jet definition, logarithms of this new object occur, ln R, and thus to make sure that we have perturbative convergence of QCD, choosing R ∼ 1 would be natural. However, it is sometime useful to investigate narrow jets by choosing a smaller R, since it can help resolve individual jets, remove pileup, and probe jet substructure. This leads to the problem of the breakdown of perturbation theory and requires the resummation of ln R. This has been investigated in QCD in Refs. [1] [2] [3] [4] . Since jets are made up of collinear particles, softcollinear effective theory (SCET) [5] [6] [7] [8] is a natural tool to study jets. Indeed, there have been many studies of ln R resummation within SCET [9] [10] [11] [12] .
In this paper, we introduce the fragmentation function to a jet (FFJ) in SCET. The FFJ, D J k /l (z, µ), describes the fragmentation of parton l into a jet with momentum fraction z containing parton k. We calculate the different possible combinations of quark and gluon initial and final partons. By summing over final state partons, we obtain the inclusive FFJ, D J/l (z, µ), describing the inclusive fragmentation of parton l into a jet. The renormalization of this object will be shown to lead to the standard Dokshitzer-Gribov-Lipatov-AltarelliParisi (DGLAP) evolution with the natural scale dependent on R, and thus we can use this object and the renormalization group to resum logarithms of R.
We also present a new factorization theorem for the fragmentation of a hadron within a jet, where the FFJ appears, allowing for the resummation of ln R for this process. We further generalize this factorization for the situation of a subjet with radius r within a fat jet of radius R. This allows the resummation of the ratio of these radii, ln R/r.
The organization of this paper is as follows. In sec. II, we give the definition of the FFJ in SCET, and calculate next-to-leading (NLO) corrections. From this we can derive the renormalization group behavior and see that it is the standard DGLAP evolution. In sec. III we present the factorization theorem for the fragmentation inside a jet. Combining this with the renormalization behavior from the previous section allows for resummation of ln R for this process. In sec. IV we consider the subjet fragmentation from a fat jet. We conclude in sec. V. Finally, in appendix A we describe hadron fragmentation inside of a jet, which is very similar to the subjet fragmentation of sec. IV.
Please note that while completing this work, Ref. [13] appeared on the arXiv with significant overlap with our sec. II.
II. INCLUSIVE JET FRAGMENTATION FUNCTION
The definition of the fragmentation function to a jet (FFJ) is similar to the fragmentation function to a hadron (HFF). In SCET, if a collinear quark, q, fragments to a jet with a momentum fraction z, the probability is given as
Like usual fragmentation functions to hadrons (HFFs), the FFJ satisfies the following momentum conservation,
When a gluon initiates a jet fragmentation, the gluon FFJ in the parton frame is defined as 
shows the jet merging, so the contribution to FFJ should be proportional to δ(1 − z). Diagram (b) shows the jet splitting, which has a contribution with a fraction z < 1.
For defining the jet, we will employ an inclusive k T -type algorithm. This is a recombinational algorithm, which has the same constraint for k T [14, 15] , C/A [16] , and anti-k T [17] up to NLO in α s . If two particles merge into a jet, the constraint is given by
where θ is the angle between two particles. For a hadron collider, we assumed ∆y and ∆φ are small, so Eq. (8) is applicable to the jet with small R. When we compute NLO corrections to the jet algorithm, we will use θ < R for the sake of simplicity, where R = R for e + e − colliders and R = R/ cosh y for hadron colliders. As we will see later, typical scales for jet functions are p + tan(R /2). In the small R limit, p + tan(R /2) ∼ ER are approximated as ER for e + e − annihilation and p T R for hadron collision, where p T is the transverse momentum of the jet to the hadron beam direction. Fig. 1 shows the two possible cases for jet fragmentation. If θ < R , shown in Fig. 1 -(a), the two particles in the final states are combined into a jet and the jet fraction is proportional to δ(1 − z). In this case the phase space constraint in the jet frame (p ⊥ J = 0) is given by [18] 
If θ > R , only one particle is chosen to be in the jet, shown in Fig. 1-(b) , hence the jet splitting arises with the fraction z. The phase space constraint in the jet frame becomes
There appears to be a gap in the phase space between Eqs. (9) and (10) . However when we express the momentum of the mother parton as p, we have p ⊥ = p ⊥ J = 0 for Eq. (9) but p ⊥ = k ⊥ for Eq. (10) with p J = p − k. Therefore when we express k − in terms of p + and p 2 , Following the description in Fig. 1 , it is convenient to separate the full NLO contribution into 'jet merging' (θ < R ) and 'jet splitting' (θ > R ) contributions. In the jet merging contribution, the momentum of the mother parton is equal to the jet momentum, p J . For quark initiated jets, it can be described by
where M 2 is the invariant mass of the final states. The gluon case is similarly defined with B ⊥µ,a n . Λ 2 is the maximal jet mass when θ = R . As there are two particles in the final state, Λ 2 is usually also dependent on each particle's energy. This jet merging contribution includes all the virtual corrections. Therefore combining the real and virtual contributions we can cancel all the infrared (IR) divergences and the result has only ultraviolet (UV) divergences.
Note that other than the δ(1 − z), Eq. (11) is closely related to the standard quark jet function in SCET, defined as
Here J q is normalized as
Using this, we can rewrite Eq. (11) to be
where J q (M 2 ; θ < R ) is the unintegrated jet function for the final states inside the jet and J q is the integrated jet function (also called the unmeasured jet function in Ref [18] ). Both have been computed to NLO in Ref. [18] [19] [20] with k T -type and cone-type algorithms applied. When we apply the k T -type algorithm in Eq. (7), the jet merging contribution to NLO is given by
Note that the renormalization behavior of the unintegrated jet function J q (M 2 ; θ < R ) in Eq. (13) is different from the standard jet function without the restriction in Eq. (12) . For example, all the UV divergences of the unintegrated jet function are only proportional to δ(M 2 ) while this is not true for the standard jet function. The main reason for this difference comes from different treatments of the zero-bin subtraction [21] . For the unintegrated jet function in the small R limit, the relevant zero-bin subtracted mode should specifically be a collinear-soft mode [9, 10, 22] with scaling (p
, where η is a small parameter. This mode can resolve the jet boundary. Since the contribution of this collinearsoft mode to the jet mass squared is much smaller than M 2 ∼ E 2 J R 2 , UV divergences coming from this mode's zero-bin subtraction only contribute to the δ(M 2 ) part. The details of the computation with this collinear-soft mode have been shown in Ref. [20] . However, in case of the standard jet function, the zero-bin subtracted mode is an ordinary soft mode and its contribution to the jet mass is non-negligible. For this type of zero-bin subtraction we obtain UV divergences proportional to 1/M 2 as well as δ(M 2 ).
In addition, there have been some complications about the integrability relation between the unintegrated and the integrated jet functions in Eq. (13) . When M 2 ∼ E 2 J R 2 in the small R limit as considered in this paper, we can describe the unintegrated jet function using only the collinear mode scaling as (p
2 ), resulting in the integrability relation in Eq. (13) . However in case of M 2 E 2 J R 2 , the integrated jet function is be obtained from the convolution of the standard-like jet function and the soft function [18] , where the standard-like jet function has the same UV behavior as the standard jet function. A concrete discussion about these differences can be found in Ref. [10] .
For the jet splitting contribution, at least one particle in the final state should not be included in the jet. It therefore can be written as
where
is two times of mother parton's energy. At NLO we can have at most two particles in the final state, so we can further separate this contribution as quark or gluon jet contributions. For the quark jet contribution, the gluon should be outside the jet, and vice versa for the gluon jet.
First let us consider the quark jet contribution, where the momentum of the final state quark is given by p J . In this case the gluon outside the jet becomes soft as z goes to 1, leading to an IR singularity in the naive collinear computation unless we subtract the zerobin contribution [21] . In order to isolate the singularity as z → 1, we can write the quark jet contribution as follows: Here the second term follows the standard plus distribution and is free of IR divergences as z → 1.
In Fig. 2 we show the quark jet splitting contributions diagrammatically where the gluon in the final state cannot be merged into a quark jet with momentum p J . The contribution of Fig. 2 -(a) is given by
where µ
MS
= µ 2 e γ /(4π), and Λ is the maximal jet mass for θ = R ,
As z become close to 1, Eq. (17) has IR divergence arising from soft gluon radiation. It is cancelled by the subtraction of the zero-bin contributions. The diagram Fig. 2 -(b) gives
Including the Hermitian conjugate of diagram Fig. 2 -(a), the final result for the jet splitting is
out . To calculate the part of Eq. (16) proportional to δ(1 − z), we integrate over z, Note that in some sense this result is trivial, since the integration of the standard jet function in Eq. (12) gives the result when there is no restriction of the phase space for the final state. Because Eq. (20) is the same as the integrated jet function for the case θ > R , combining it with J q (E J R ; θ < R ) in Eq. (13) we must have
Thus Eq. (20) must have the same result up to a relative minus sign compared with the first order corrections to J q (E J R ; θ < R ), obtained from Eqs. (13) and (14) .
Combining these results, we arrive at D
Jq/q , i.e., the one loop correction to the quark parton to quark jet fragmentation. Using the identity for the plus distribution,
we rewrite the renormalized NLO result as
We can also compute the contribution for quark parton to gluon jet fragmentation shown in Fig. 3 . In this case the gluon in the final state has the momentum p 
The NLO result for the quark to inclusive FFJ is D J/q = D Jq/q + D Jg/q , combining Eqs. (24) and (25) . It satisfies the momentum sum rule shown in Eq. (4) explicitly. Note that here we expressed the fragmentation functions in terms of ln(
. If we rewrite the fragmentation functions with ln(µ 2 /p +2 J t 2 ) using the relation p + = p + J /z, these functions cannot satisfy the sum rule in Eq. (4) due to additional terms of ln z. This fact indicates that the typical scale for the fragmentation function necessary to minimize the large logarithms with small R is not p
, the scale choice for FFJ between ER and E J R might not be significant. However the proper choice of the scale can be critical in the small z limit.
B. NLO Calculation of Gluon FFJ
As was done for the quark FFJ, we separate the NLO contributions into jet merging and jet splitting contributions. The jet merging contribution is proportional to δ(1 − z) and includes the virtual contribution. Similarly to Eq. (13), the jet merging contribution can be expressed as
where J g is the integrated gluon jet function, which to NLO is given by [18] [19] [20] 
where C A = N c = 3, and β 0 = 11N c /3 − 2n f /3 is the first coefficient of beta function and n f is the number of flavors. In fig. 4 , Feynman diagrams for the jet splitting contributions are presented. 1 The con-1 When we computed Feynman diagrams, we applied the background field method [23] . tribution of Diagram 4-(a), including the zero-bin subtraction, is
The contributions of Diagram 4-(b) are given by
Combining Eqs. (26), (28) , and (29), we find NLO result of gluon jet framentation function from the gluon,
Diagram 4-(c) contributes to the quark jet fragmentation. The one loop result is given by
Note that that Eqs. (30) and (31) satisfy the momentum conservation sum rule in Eq. (4),
(32)
C. Renormalization Scaling Behavior
As can be seen in Eqs. (24), (25), (30) , and (31), the renormalization group (RG) scaling behavior of the FFJs follows the well-known DGLAP evolution,
where the leading splitting kernels are given by
When we compare the higher order result of the FFJ with the fragmentation of a massless parton, the size of the jet, ER , suppresses IR sensitivity of the FFJ while the latter has IR divergences. However, both have identical UV behaviors, since the UV divergences arise when the splitting of two particles becomes hard with given large splitting angle.
Comparing to other work, we find that our NLO results for FFJ in Eqs. (24), (25), (30) , and (31) are the same as "jet functions", j k→l , in Ref. [24] , where the only difference is that the logarithmic terms has been expressed not as ER but E J R = ER /z. This removes the ln z term in our expression. However, if we write it this way, we cannot guarantee the momentum sum rule in Eq. (4) as we mentioned before. That might give some subtleties for the comparison with other approaches to the estimation of FFJ at higher orders [1, 2] .
As noted in the introduction, while completing this work, Ref [13] appeared on the arXiv. The authors have also computed the FFJ at NLO using SCET. The results are the same as ours, but they have the same expression as appearing in Ref. [24] . They claimed that all the virtual diagrams vanish because they are scaleless. However, we believe it is important to carefully separate the UV and IR divergences to obtain a clear picture of the physics. For example, for the case of the jet merging (in-jet) contribution, only when we combine the virtual and real contributions can we obtain an IR finite result.
III. FACTORIZATION THEOREM FOR THE FRAGMENTATION INSIDE A JET
To begin, let us consider the scattering cross section with a HFF at a hadron collider:
where σ k is the scattering cross section for the inclusive process with a final parton k, N 1 N 2 → kX, p T is the transverse momentum of the parton k to beam axis, y is the rapidity of the parton k, and the rapidity of the hadron can be approximated to be the same as the parton. The differential scattering cross section for the hadron H is dσ dydp
where x H = p H T /Q T and so x H /w = p T /Q T , with Q T being the maximal possible p T at a given rapidity.
Next we would like to consider the fragmentation of the hadron inside a jet. In order to do this we factorize the inclusive HFF,
where J l is the jet with a parton l, and the momentum fractions are defined as z = p
is the jet splitting kernel from the parton k, and D H/J l is the hadron fragmentation from J l .
D H/J l can be computed by the integration of the fragmenting jet function (FJF) [25, 26] ,
where the LO parton level FJF is normalized as
is the maximum jet mass with a given hadron energy fraction z. For a k T -type jet algorithm, it can be expressed as
The computation ofD H/J l (z) at NLO was done in Ref. [27, 28] . We also show the NLO calculation in appendix A separating the UV and IR divergences carefully. B J l /k is the jet splitting kernel from the mother parton k. If we consider the process k → lm, the contribution to B J l /k comes from the case where the angle between the partons l and m is larger than R . Because the convolution of B J l /k andD H/J l includes all possible fragmentation processes, the result should be the same as the inclusive HFF. However
FIG. 5. Fragmentation process from the parton (p) to the hadron (p H ) through the jet (p J ).
Eq. (40) shows that it is possible to describe the whole fragmentation process with a more exclusive observable. The perturbative result of B J l /k can be obtained from the matching between D H/k andD H/J l . In Fig. 5 we show the fragmentation process of the hadron through a jet schematically.
We can also consider the direct computation of B J l /k based on the calculation of the FFJ in the previous section. From the description above, B J l /k should be
is the jet splitting (out-jet) contribution considered in the FFJ calculation. The typical scale for the jet splitting is p + tan(R /2), which can be approximated as ER . Interestingly we find that the perturbative result of the FFJ can be obtained if the higher order result for the jet merging (in-jet) contribution is added to Eq. (43). As shown in Eqs. (13) and (26), the jet merging contribution can be expressed as
Therefore perturbatively we have the relation
where the index of the jet parton, l, is not summed over. Note that the factorized result in Eq. (44) has been only confirmed to one loop order. To validate this result beyond NLO, we would need to check the two loop calculation explicitly, which is beyond the scope of this paper.
On the right side of Eq. (44), having J l rather than J k makes sense beyond NLO accuracy. To see this, consider the case with three final partons at NNLO. If all three particles combine into the jet, the contribution to the FFJ is proportional to δ(1 − z). As seen in Eq. (43), the δ lk in B J l /k guarantees the jet merging contribution is the integrated jet function for the parton k. However, if we consider the process k → lm → (l 1 l 2 )m where l → l 1 l 2 merged in the jet, this NNLO contribution can be expressed as the multiplication of M out,(1) J l /k and J (1) l .
3 Here the superscript (1) denotes the contributions at NLO. If we apply the momentum conservation sum rule for the hadron toD H/J l (z) in Eq. (41), we obtain [27] 
This also implies the relation of Eq. (44). As denoted in Eq. (4), the FFJ satisfies the sum rule. Therefore, when applied to Eq. (40), the sum rule for the inclusive HFF is guaranteed,
From Eq.(45), we see that the normalization ofD H/J l is not adequate for a probability. DividingD H/J l by the integrated jet function, we can introduce the HFF inside a jet [28] 
Note that this HFF inside the jet has no renormalization scale dependence because the scale dependence forD H/J l is cancelled by J l . (This can be seen by considering the scale dependence in Eq. (54) below.) Finally combining Eqs. (44) and (47) we can rewrite Eq. (40) as
Like a hadron, a jet is also an observable. So it is useful to consider the differential scattering cross section observing the jet and hadron simultaneously. To derive the factorization theorem we combine Eq. (39) with Eq. (48) dσ dydp
Therefore the differential scattering cross section for the jet and the hadron inside the jet can be written as dσ dydp J T dp
In the second equality we introduced the variable
Finally we have
The factorization theorem in Eq. (53) is very useful. For example, instead of the observed hadron, we can consider a subjet inside a fat jet. In this case the factorization theorem becomes dσ dydp
where z is the momentum fraction of the subjet j compared to the fat jet J given by
T and D j/J l is the subjet fragramentation function inside the fat jet. We investigate this more in the following section.
IV. SUBJET FRAGMENTATION INSIDE A FAT JET
For the description of the subjet fragmentation function (sJFF) inside a jet, D j/J l in Eq. (54), the parton splitting within a fat jet (J) with the radius R only is taken into account. It has a restricted phase space for collinear particle radiations compared to the fully inclusive FFJ. As with the HFF inside a jet defined in Eq. (47), sFFJ can be written as
Feynman diagrams of real gluon emissions for the subjet quark fragmentation inside a jet at NLO. Diagram (a) has its Hermitian conjugate contribution.
where r is the maximal subjet radius. As we will see, the normalized sJFF, D j/J l , has no scale dependence except the coupling constant, but depends on the logarithm of R /r . The naive unnormalized sJFF,D j/J l , is described bỹ
Tr 0|δ p
where j k represents the subjet with parton k, and r is its radius, X j−1 is possible final states within the subjet except the parton k, and X / ∈j are the final states not to be included in the subjet, but contained in the jet J. The gluon-initiated sJFF can be expressed similarly in terms of B ⊥a n in the adjoint representation. When we consider the one loop corrections, we will separate the corrections into in-subjet and out-subjet contributions as in Sec. II. With the same reasoning as Eq. (14), we obtain the in-subjet contribution including the virtual corrections,
where t r ≡ tan(r /2) ∼ r /2. The out-subjet contribution comes from real radiations with r < θ < R . The naive collinear contribution from the Feynman diagram in Fig. 6-(a) is
where t R ≡ tan(R /2) ∼ R /2, and the tilde represents the result before zero-bin subtractions.Ĩ (a) out is can be extracted by integrating over z,
Here IR divergence arises as z → 1, which is cancelled by the zero-bin contribution,
Hence the IR divergence in Eq. (59) is converted to a UV divergence by the zero-bin sub-
out (z)] + is free from IR divergence as z → 1 and is given by
The out-subjet contribution from diagram Fig. 6 -(b) is
where the terms in the second line are
Finally combining Eqs. (57), (59), (60), (61), (63), and (64), we obtain bare NLO result for the naive sJFF:
Therefore normalized sJFF can be written as
The gluon subjet framentation function from a quark jet can be easily computed. From Eqs. (61) and (64), exchanging z ↔ 1 − z and removing '+'-distribution we obtain
In a similar manner can compute the sJFFs from the gluon jet. They are given by
If t R t r , the perturbative series expansion fails, and we need to resum the large logarithms of t R /t r to all order in α s . To do this, first we integrate out the mode with fluctuations of order
Then, at the lower scale µ ∼ p + J t r , we consider the sJFF setting the upper limit p + J t R → ∞. Therefore, similar to Eq. (A19), we obtain the factorization theorem for the subjet fragmentation function
Here D j l /m is the standard FFJ for the subjet within the radius r and the momentum of the mother parton is given by p J . The perturbative result is the same as the result in sec. II with the replacement E → E J and R → r . The perturbative kernels K m/k are the matching coefficients between D j l /J k and D j l /m and are the result of integrating out the short distance interactions with offshellness E 2 J R 2 . They are
The above results are very interesting. If we replace p + J with the mother parton's momentum, p + , we see that the NLO results of K m/k are the same as NLO corrections to the FFJ with a relative minus sign given in as can be seen from from Eqs. (24) , (25) , (30) , and (31) . Also, we can see that the sJFF is free from the specific momentum of mother parton, only depending upon the momentum ratio. So, even though there is not much physical meaning, at the computation level we may rewrite Eq. (70) as D j/J (R /r ) = K(ER ) ⊗ D j (Er ), with ⊗ is the convolution of the momentum fraction and we show the compatible scale for each function where the compatible scale X appears in ln(µ 2 /X 2 ) in the NLO calculation. Based on the results for the factorization theorem in sec. III, let us consider an inclusive scattering cross section for the jet, j with the radius r in e + e − annihilation. The scattering cross section is schematically given by
where the subscripts k, l, and m denote parton flavors, which are summed for the same indices.
Hence Eq. (75) can be written as
This result implies that K(ER) represents the inverse process of jet fragmentation. This fact demonstrates our observation that the NLO correction to K putting p + instead of p + J is the same as FFJ with the relative minus sign. Whatever the momentum of the mother parton is, the NLO corrections to FFJ satisfies the sum rule:
where again the superscript (1) denotes the NLO correction. Therefore the peturbative kernel K m/k satisfies the momentum conservation sum rule
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we introduce the fragmentation function to a jet (FFJ), D J k /l (z, µ), which describes the fragmentation of a parton l into a jet with momentum fraction z with parton k. This new object naturally appears in factorized rates when considering the jet radius, R, dependence. To show this, we present a factorization theorem using SCET describing the
Feynman diagrams of real gluon emissions for quark fragmentation inside a jet at NLO. The gluon in the final state is also inside a jet. Diagram (a) has its Hermitian conjugate contribution.
rate for observing a fragmented hadron and a jet, which is the convolution of the partonic cross section, the FFJ, and the fragmentation of a hadron within a jet as shown in Eq. (53).
In order to resum the logarithms of R, we need the evolution equations for the FFJ. We calculate the NLO corrections for all combinations of the quark and gluon-initiated to quark and gluon final state FFJs, and present the results in Eqs. (24), (25) , (30) , and (31). The one loop results of the FFJs satisfy the usual DGLAP evolution equations as seen in Eqs. (34-37). This allows for the resummation of ln R using standard RG equation evolutions.
The formalism can be easily generalized to look at other interesting observables. For example, we show how this formalism can be used to describe a subjet within a fat jet in Eq. (54). This allows for the resummation of ratio of the radii of the jets. Using this improved theoretical prediction, we have a better theoretical description of this observable, which may be used to investigate jet substructure as shown in Eqs. (66-69).
As we will discuss in a forthcoming article [31] , resumming the ln R corrections can significant modify the cross sections. In this follow-up paper, we will also show other places where the FFJ appears in theoretical predictions. We will also look at the phenomenology of the subjet within a fat jet.
Although the fragmentation function is a nonperturbative observable, it is important to understand its renormalization behavior computing the higher order corrections at the parton level separating IR divergences. At LO in α s , the fragmentation function from quark jet to quark is given by D (0) q/Jq (z) = δ(1 − z). At NLO in α s , the virtual correction, including zero-bin subtraction, is
The Feynman diagrams for real gluon emissions are shown in Fig. 7 , and only diagram Fig. 7-(a) has a nonvanishing zero-bin contribution. Thus the amplitude for Fig. 7-(a) is written as D 
whereD is the naive collinear contribution and D 0 is the zero-bin contribution.D is given byD 
where the phase space constraint by the jet algorithm gives t 2 > k − /k + from Eqs. 
In a similar way we can compute the other HFFs inside a jet. Their NLO results are
